Sheridan would like to acknowledge
that all of its campuses reside on
land that for thousands of years
before us was the traditional
Territory of the Mississaugas of the
Credit First Nation, Anishinaabe
Nation, Huron-Wendat and the
Haudenosaunee Confederacy. It
is our collective responsibility to
honour and respect those who have
gone before us, those who are here,
and those who have yet to come.
We are grateful for the opportunity
to be working on this land.

August 27–December 14, 2018
Davis Campus, Sheridan College

If you require this brochure in an alternate format,
please contact galleries@sheridancollege.ca or 905-845-9430, x8260.
Large-print copies are available for free at the Library in J-Wing.

Map and artwork locations available on page 14.
This installation discusses artworks containing sensitive information about sexual assault and
harassment that may bring up difficult feelings for some viewers.
Confidential on-campus counselling services are free to all Sheridan students. Those who
may benefit from seeing a counsellor may visit the Centre for Student Success at Davis:
Room B230 or call 905-459-7533, x5400 to make an appointment. Same-day services are
available for those in crisis, Monday to Friday, 8 a.m.–5 p.m.
For off-campus support, Good2Talk is a free, confidential helpline that provides
professional counselling and referrals for mental health, addictions and well-being. Open to
all students ages 17-25 in Ontario. Call 1-866-925-5454 (24/7).

Introduction
The Art & Storytelling series is a Creative Campus Galleries initiative that
foregrounds voices and stories from historically marginalized communities
through arts-based installations and programs.
Our inaugural installation, Speak Up!, focuses on amplifying women’s
voices and experiences through photographs by Mariam Magsi, an
illustrated game book by Tara Krebs, a choir performance by artist
Annie Wong, and a stand-up comedy night by Anasimone George
and her peers at SHADE comedy series.
These artists and storytellers make visible some of women’s everyday
experiences to spark conversations and support women who want to take
up space and be heard.
Speak Up! is presented in collaboration with the Centre for Equity and
Inclusion, the Dare to Care Campaign, the Faculty of Applied Health
and Community Studies, the International Centre, Library and Learning
Services, the Sheridan Student Union, and Student Affairs.
Together we work towards an inclusive and supportive environment that
nurtures trust, motivates open participation, encourages risk-taking and
inspires creativity.

Curatorial statement
In light of the #MeToo movement, vital conversations about sexual
violence have received international attention. These conversations
disclose how many women experience sexual violence, harassment
and discrimination, and how often circumstances don’t allow them to
speak out. #MeToo made irrefutable the conditions that result from
gender-based power imbalance.
#MeToo offers a hopeful glimpse into the power of storytelling.
Storytelling has existed for thousands of years as a means to distribute
knowledge through generations. Stories can circulate in the margins,
often subverting or existing in contrast to dominant narratives.
Storytelling is also a powerful tool to form interpersonal connection
and build meaningful relationships. As an immigrant woman in Canada,
story-sharing in both private and public spheres has been integral to
forming my sense of belonging amidst strangers. I feel less alone when
I connect with others who have similar experiences of marginalization.
I feel less burdened when I have opportunities to share these
experiences with others who may not have the same familiarity and
knowledge. Seeing and hearing marginalized stories out in the open
deeply contributes to my sense of safety and belonging.
It’s my hope that in celebrating women’s voices, experiences and ideas,
Speak Up! will foster a safer space for all women-identified members of
the Sheridan community to excel.
Marsya Maharani
Exhibition Curator
@marsheeey
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Tara Krebs
Tara Krebs’ illustrations are selections from her interactive book, “You’ll
Distract the Boys!”, which takes the form of the popular Choose-YourOwn-Adventure” literary genre. Krebs invites readers to respond to
situations that girls and women commonly encounter in North America.
While the format is fictional, the stories may be all too real. Krebs writes,
“A single ‘smile for me’ isn’t just that one demand. It’s all the others that
came before it. It’s every ass grab, every coercion and every walk home.
It’s every sexist comment, every parked van and every ‘girl’s can’t.’ These
experiences build up inside a woman, and are carried with her as she
carries on towards her next encounter.” This artwork is a pedagogical tool
that seeks to inspire empathy and compassion in everyone who turns its
pages. By acknowledging their diverse experiences, it promotes a sense
of solidarity to women and girls.
Please scan the QR code to choose your own adventure, or borrow a
copy of the book from the Library’s Reference Desk.
Tara Krebs is a Toronto-based artist and storyteller whose work
addresses themes of nature, identity and narrative. Though her practice
predominantly favours painting as its voice, Kreb’s visual language extends
to a number of mediums such as sculpture, installation, book arts and
live plants.
@tarakrebsart / www.tarakrebs.com

Image: Courtesy of artist Tara Krebs
from the book, “You’ll Distract the Boys!”: A
Choose-Your-Own Compendium of Female
Existence, 2018.
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Mariam Magsi
Mariam Magsi’s photographs feature women who observe purdah, which
refers to the veiling practices associated with Islam, such as the burqa, niqab
and hijab. Through photographs and interviews, Magsi aims to bridge the
gap between polarizing views that simplify and erase cultural, religious,
historical and political nuances behind the practice of veiling. These views
often are based on assumptions and fail to recognize the human agency
of purdah users, especially within the framework of Western culture. Magsi
writes, “Somewhere in between are nuanced stories of the diverse Muslims
juggling their traditions and contemporary life in a patriarchal world.” By
focusing on individual stories, Magsi acknowledges the diverse experiences
and personal opinions of purdah users. These artworks invite non-observers
to listen to the voices of women who are intimately familiar with veiling
practices.
Please scan the QR codes to learn their stories.
Mariam Magsi is a multidisciplinary artist who was born and raised in
Karachi, Pakistan. Magsi’s Toronto-based practice is diverse and consists of
lens-based mediums, sound, scent, text, found objects, photographic prints,
poetry and more. Magsi’s work investigates cultural and religious practices
through an ethnographic, intersectional and inclusive lens. She holds a BFA
from the University of Toronto and an MFA in Interdisciplinary Art, Media
& Design from OCAD University. Her work has been exhibited in several
galleries around the world and her photographs have received multiple
awards including the Pride Photo Award (2015), which was advised by
World Press Photo.
@mariam_magsi / www.mariammagsi.com

Image: Mariam Magsi, Humna, 2017.
Part of the series Purdah. Courtesy of
the artist.
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Annie Wong
A Choir of Demands and Desires on Repeat is a spoken word choir
repeating the demands made by feminist voices across geography and
history. Conceptualized by artist Annie Wong, the choir is created in
collaboration with and performed by local writers and poets Faith Arkorful,
Angela Sun, and Rebecca Zala. Their chorus of voices powerfully proclaim
demands against misogyny and oppression, loud and clear. Wong brings
our attention to another type of invisible work: “The emotional labour of
bearing the burden of repeating the history of feminist demands, a labour
that is physically and mentally exhausting. The utterance of demands and
testimony is constant in the lives of women.” The choir will continue as a
growing and living record of feminist demands and desires. These calls-toaction remind ourselves and others that we do matter.
Visit galleries-sheridan.ca for the performance schedule.
Annie Wong is a multidisciplinary artist, arts educator and writer. Wong
uses various platforms of participation and social engagement to explore
the intersections of the poetic and political in everyday life. Through
her practice, Wong aims to reimagine performance, installation, poetry
and other media to create new aesthetic experiences that engage
communities, histories and emergent publics. Wong has been presented
by the Art Gallery of Ontario, Nuit Blanche (Toronto), Intersite: Visual Arts
Festival (Calgary), Third Space (Saint John), and The Modern Literature
and Culture Research Centre. She holds a BA in English Literature and a
MA in Communication and Culture from York University.
www.anniewong.co

Image: Performance by artist Annie Wong,
A Choir of Demands and Desires on Repeat,
2018. Part of Panic in the Labyrinth at
Gardiner Museum. Photo by Yuula Benivolski.
© Gardiner Museum.
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Anasimone George
Comedian Anasimone George writes, “Due to the lack of diversity and
representation in the current comedy scene, it has inherently been filled
with misogynistic, racist or homophobic comedians and/or jokes.” George
founded SHADE as a response: a comedy show that represents and
celebrates comedians of colour, comedians from the LGBTQ+ community,
and comedians who identify as women. SHADE quickly became a wellanticipated monthly comedy show in Toronto. It created a vital platform
for comedians listed above, and a much-needed space for audiences who
seek to enjoy themselves without compromising their politics and their
right to feel safe. SHADE disrupts the idea of a neutral space and points
to the exclusive nature of many events that – knowingly or unknowingly –
assume and reproduce the primacy of patriarchal and colonial values.
Visit galleries-sheridan.ca for details on an evening of
feminist comedy at The Den.
Anasimone George is a stand-up comedian from Toronto who is known for
her wild and “zany” stories. She’s the producer and host of SHADE, a show
that promotes and celebrates diverse artists from all over. Besides hosting
and producing multiple shows across the city, George has also opened for
numerous acts including Elvira Kurt, Baron Vaughn, Apart Nancherla, Emily
Heller, DeAnne Smith and Sam Jay.
@shadetoronto / www.shadetoronto.com

Image: Anasimone George. Photo by
Hayley Hassesian.
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On-campus support

Artwork locations

The following resources are available for free to domestic and
international students at Davis Campus at Sheridan College.

Steeles Ave W

B-Wing
• The Centre for Student Success (formerly Student Services Centre)
Room B230 | Call 905-459-7533 ext. 5400
• Simply walk in to make an appointment with Student Wellness &
Counselling.
• The Officers and Advisors in this office are your initial point of contact
for any questions about Sheridan and the Sheridan experience.
• Staff in this office can connect you to supportive on-campus resources,
including Accessible Learning and Student Rights & Responsibilities
Office. They can also assist you in accessing appropriate off-campus
resources, including hospitals and shelters.

McLaughlin Road

Bus Stop

LOT 6

LOT 5

STAFF LOT 4

• International Centre | Room B216 | Call 905-815-4001
• Offering services to all Sheridan international students including
information on study and work permits, visas, health insurance,
scholarship and peer-to-peer support.

ENTRANCE
LOT 2

OVERFLOW PARKING

VISITOR
PARKING

LOT 1

LOT 3

Tara Krebs
• Inside Room B230
• Outside of Room H153
• Inside the Library, 1st floor
(J-Wing)
Select illustrations from the
book “You’ll Distract the Boys!”:
A Choose-Your-Own Compendium
of Female Existence (2018) by artist
Tara Krebs. Books are available for
loan at all Sheridan libraries.
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Mariam Magsi
• Student Centre Lounge,
1st floor (SC-Wing)
Photographs from the series Purdah
(2017) by artist Mariam Magsi, titled
Hamna and Hafsa.

J-Wing
• Sheridan Library and Learning Services
• Ask the Reference Desk to borrow copies of You’ll Distract the Boys!
by Tara Krebs. The Library also offers related resources, including a
book display on gender equity and the Research Guide on Women
and Feminist Studies, available online at
sheridancollege.libguides.com/women.
C-Wing
• Health Centre | C210
• Offering health services to Sheridan students.
SC-Wing
• Student Union Office
• The Student Union is responsible for advocating and being a voice
for Sheridan students.
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Resources
This installation discusses artworks containing sensitive information
about sexual assault and harassment that may bring up difficult
feelings for some viewers.
Should you wish to talk to someone about how you’re feeling, please
know that help is only a phone call away.
Students seeking comfort and support may access counselling
by visiting or calling the Centre for Student Success at Davis: Room
B230 or 905-459-7533, x5400.
For employees, professional support counsellors can be reached
24/7 through the Employee and Family Assistance Program (EFAP).
To ensure privacy and confidentiality, fees for the service are paid in
advance by Sheridan. To access the service, call 1-844-880-9142.
Should you ever feel concerned for your safety, please call 911 from
a safe location. If you or others with you are not in immediate danger,
you may also wish to contact Sheridan Security: 905-815-4044.
Sheridan’s Centre for Equity and Inclusion strives to create an
equitable and inclusive place to study and work by providing
consultations, educational programs and complaint resolutions.
Call: 905-845-9430, x2229 or e-mail equity@sheridancollege.ca.

The safety and well-being of our entire community is always our
top priority.

Off-campus and after-hours support
Assaulted Women’s Helpline
1-866-863-0511 (24/7 crisis line; 154 languages available) or dial #SAFE
(#7233) on your Bell, Rogers, Fido or Telus mobile phone.
Chantel’s Place at Mississauga Hospital
905-848-7580, x2548 (24/7 Sexual Assault and Domestic Violence Services)
ConnexOntario provides information on available health services
in Ontario.
1-866-531-2600 (24/7)
DisAbled Women’s Network Canada works to end poverty, isolation,
discrimination and violence experienced by women with disabilities and
Deaf women.
1-866-396-0074
East Mississauga Community Health Centre provides support services and
referrals for the LGBTQ+ community, including the weekly Trans Activate
Drop In for members of the Trans and Gender-Diverse Communities,
and the QX Drop In for members of the LGBTTIQQ2S+ community.
905-602-4082
First Nations and Inuit Hope for Wellness Help Line
1-855-242-3310 (24/7 crisis line)
Good2Talk
1-866-551-9128 (24/7)
Interim Place House emergency shelter for women (including disabled,
Deaf, and those who identify as women) and their children facing violence.
905-403-0864 (24/7 crisis line)
905-403-0453 (24/7 crisis TTY line)
Shelter Safe Canada is a clickable map serves as a fast resource
connecting women and their children seeking safety from violence and
abuse with the nearest shelter. Works with all women (including disabled,
Deaf, and those who identify as women) to provide safety and support.
https://www.sheltersafe.ca/
Sikh Family Helpline
1-800-551-9128 (Non-emergency helpline: Punjabi and English)
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Spectra Helpline provides service in Cantonese, Mandarin, Portuguese,
Spanish, Hindi, Punjabi and Urdu.
905-459-7777 (Crisis line: Monday–Friday, 10 a.m.–10 p.m.)
Victim Services of Peel provides assistance to people across Brampton
and Mississauga who are victims of domestic abuse, sexual assault and
other traumatic events.
905-568-1068 (24/7 crisis line)

Further readings provided by the Sheridan Library
Benedict, H. (1994). Recovery: How to Survive Sexual Assault for Women,
Men, Teenagers, Their Friends and Families. New York: Columbia
University Press.
Chute, H. L. (2010). Graphic Women : Life Narrative and Contemporary
Comics. New York: Columbia University Press.
Ghosh, K. (2017). Telling Our Stories: Immigrant Women’s Resilience.
Toronto, ON: Ontario Council of Agencies Serving Immigrants/		
Mouvement Ontarien des Femmes Immigrantes Francophones.
Goodman, M. S., & Fallon, B. C. (1995). Pattern Changing for Abused 		
Women: An Educational Program. Thousand Oaks, CA: 		
Sage Publications.
Johnson, H. (1996). Dangerous Domains: Violence Against Women in 		
Canada. Scarborough, ON: Nelson Canada.
Mintz, S. B. (2007). Unruly Bodies : Life Writing by Women with Disabilities.
Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press.
Sampselle, C. M. (1992). Violence Against Women: Nursing Research, 		
Education, and Practice Issues. New York: Hemisphere Pub. Corp.
Sandler, B. R., & Stonehill, H. M. (2005). Student-to-Student Sexual 		
Harassment, K-12: Strategies and Solutions for Educators to Use in
the Classroom, School, and Community. Lanham, MD; Toronto:
Rowman & Littlefield Education.
Settee, P. (2011). The Strength of Women : Âhkamêyimowak. Regina 		
[Sask.]: Coteau Books.
Warner, C. G. (1981). Conflict Intervention in Social and Domestic 		
Violence. Bowie, MD: Robert J. Brady Co.
Webb, S. L. (1991). Step Forward: Sexual Harassment in the Workplace:
What you Need to Know! New York: MasterMedia.
White, J. W., Koss, M. P., & Kazdin, A. E. (2011). Violence Against Women
and Children. Washington, DC: American Psychological 		
Association.
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Share your stories,
thoughts and comments.
Want to share your feedback and thoughts about the installations?
Curious about getting involved?
Send an email to galleries@sheridancollege.ca or call 905-845-9430, x8260.

About Creative Campus Galleries
Sheridan’s Creative Campus Galleries showcase and catalyze creativity
through the mobilization of visual culture. We provide opportunities
for interdisciplinary inquiry and exchange across our faculties,
departments, research centres and community. Our exhibitions and
events are free and open to all. Visit galleries-sheridan.ca to learn more.
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Contact
@sheridanccgalleries
All information provided is current as of publication and is subject to change;
Sheridan Communications, Public Affairs and Marketing, August 2018. ID# WF25542
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@SheridanCCG
galleries@sheridancollege.ca
T 905-845-9430, x8260
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